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Abstract
The millennial generation, a generation marked as self-entitled; having to grow up surrounded
by social media and still seek happiness on a day to day basis (Park et al., 2014). Social media
in many ways makes happiness much more difficult to achieve for the younger generations
(Bertoncini & Schmalz 2013). This research aims to explore millennials’ lived experience of
happiness from their own perspective. Using photo elicitation, this study aimed to delve into
what the modern definitions of happiness are and what makes a millennial happy. Using
disposable cameras and semi-structured interviews, an Interpretive Phenomenological
Analysis (IPA) was conducted to explore the lived experiences of happiness in a millennial
generation. Themes were explored; the main ones being escapism, nostalgia, accessibility and
acceptance in negativity. These themes were supported by current literature and show that
millennials’ happiness is complex and unique to each individual. Even though the participants
gain happiness from feeling connected, social media and growing up alongside technology can
be overwhelming and the findings from this study suggest that there is a need for escape in
order to feel happiness in a fast paced and technologically driven society.
Key Words: Happiness, millennial, escapism, nostalgia, interpretative phenomenological
analysis
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For many years theorists have tried to define the word “happiness”. This has been found to be
very difficult because the emotion is completely subjective (Seligman, 2002). In 320 BC
Aristotle stated that a persons’ view of happiness is supported by popular beliefs, meaning that
we only view happiness as an emotion because we have been told it is one (Aristotle & Barnes,
1976). The way happiness is measured today is controversial, many believe that surveys asking
people if they are happy or not are too impermeable and close-minded (Haybron, 2013). In
society and Western culture today people are told on a regular basis that they must seek
happiness in order to obtain certain goals and life satisfaction (Shapira, 2016), this to many
psychologists is seen to be damaging because if a scientifically measured definition cannot be
obtained, the use in looking for something so fleeting can cause much disappointment and even
mental harm (Haybron, 2013).
There is argument to say that when looking at happiness from a cultural perspective not
all cultures automatically desire happiness (Shapira, 2016). Happiness seeking is a Westernised
concept and seeing it as a goal, instead of a state of being, is something that people do in the
Western world (Shapira, 2016). The Dalai Lama (1998) describes Western culture to be sped
up and irrational, he claims that happiness is reachable but it takes patience and once it has
been reached it is a state of being, not something to be claimed for oneself (Cutler & HH Dalai
Lama, 1998). Although a lot of Eastern culture is now seen in maintaining happiness and
managing stress through mindfulness techniques, an exercise derived from Buddhist and Asian
culture (Chiesa & Serretti, 2009). One study aimed to find the difference in happiness within
countries and conducted a survey in which information was collected from the citizens of each
country; the study found that there is a consistent difference between countries (Argyle, 2001).
One study that explored why Western culture is so much different when concerning happiness
found that people in this culture do not have a need for survival anymore, meaning they have
already reached a certain level of affluence and can therefore begin searching for a broader
meaning (Boniwell, 2012). This study however, has been heavily criticised as it describes the
theory as vague and messy (Seligman, Railton, Baumeister & Sripada, 2013). One study
however; links Westernised ideas of happiness with non-Western culture, highlighting the
similarities in the individuals and not the cultural differences. The study found that children
from South African cultures feel happiness from the same themes as a Western country such
as; friendships and material possessions (Eloff, 2014). Although this study is small and cannot
be generalised (Fox et al., 2013), it shows that not every comparison of happiness in cultures
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around the world is different, sometimes it can be the same because of individual differences
and the diversity of people (Shapira, 2016).
One emotion that is seemed to be closely linked to happiness is nostalgia. This emotion
occurs when an individual recalls something from their past that used to make them happy,
common occurrences are usually around music and other sensory activities (Barret, Grimm,
Robins, Wildschut & Constantine, 2010). One study focused on nostalgia and music and
measured the frequency of nostalgia through asking the participants what they felt whilst
listening to a particular song. The results found that nostalgia proneness was found in all the
participants showing that nostalgia is a powerful emotion linked to happiness and should be
taken into consideration when researching happiness and the origins of it as an emotion (Barret
et al., 2010). Some would also argue that nostalgia is an emotion that is linked more to sadness
rather than happiness due to an undesirable present compared to the past (Greenberg, Koole &
Psyszczynski, 2004). However, others have suggested that nostalgia has more positive
connections than negative, and still needs to be fully explored in a psychological area
concerning this connection in order for researchers to gain a better understanding of nostalgia
and how it affects happiness (Constantine, Wildschut, Arndt & Routledge, 2008).
The millennial generation is becoming more prominent in the media, with articles
explaining how they are the ‘self-entitled generation’, generation Y, the needy and high
maintenance generation of our time (Geraci & Nagy, 2004). One study suggested millennials
have a much higher marker for materialism than their previous generations (Park, Twenge &
Greenfield, 2014). A quantitative national survey was created to track the attitudes of thousands
of sixteen to eighteen year olds in American schools, the study found that the millennials were
more concerned about their material possessions and their social media accounts than anything
else, although they did want to grow up into successful careers, but this was only to make
money to buy more material possessions (Park et al., 2014). However, there are some criticisms
around this survey from an ethical perspective; publishing these results about a whole
generation could become damaging and create a judgement that could become harmful (Fox et
al., 2013). One study concerning Millennials found that although they may be materialistic,
they appear to be more optimistic than any other generation (Monacho & Martin, 2007);
another suggested that Millennials appear to be focusing more on happiness than any other
generation (Baumeister, Vohs, Aaker & Garbinsky 2012). Both studies are survey based and
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the results were compiled similarly to Park et al., (2014) study, students were given a survey
to complete and the authors found that Millennials seem to focus on happiness and a life that
requires meaning (Baumeister et al., 2012). This study also found suggested younger
Millennials have a higher level of empathy and are more concerned about others wellbeing
than their own, with little to no interest in material goods (Baumeister et al., 2012). Although
these studies are conflicting, they show the two sides to a millennial generation. On one, a selfentitled, narcissistic, moody and sporadic teenager who is only concerned for their material
possessions and not much else (Park et al., 2014). At the other end of the spectrum can be found
a humble, empathetic happiness seeker who wants their life to be meaningful and make their
mark upon the world (Baumeister et al., 2012).
Aims of the Current Study
The aim of the current study was to explore how millennials interpret happiness through their
own experiences; it will give them a voice that in most studies, they do not have (Baumeister
et al., 2012). As happiness is such a complex and subjective emotion (Shapira, 2016), it is hard
to even gather a definition, so trying to universalise a concept of happiness to a worldwide
population is problematic (Seligman, 2002). This study instead aimed to gain an understanding
of the emotion of happiness from an individualistic and subjective level, applying it to personal
belief systems and a study that was led by the participants themselves. This study aimed to
explore existing theories of happiness and apply them to the overall experience of a millennial
generation living in the 21st century, the age of technology and change.
Method
Design
This analysis was designed with the participants’ lived experience as the forefront of the
study. As happiness is subjective (Shapira, 2016), the study is designed so that the participants
had a practical role in exploring their own experiences of happiness. Photo Elicitation plays a
key part in the study, allowing the participant to gain a better understanding of their happiness
and the researcher to gain a more complex understanding (Shell, 2015).
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Participants
The participants for this study were recruited using social media through a participation
poster, which included information about the study and what they would be asked to do. The
sample size for this study is small. As IPA is an idiographic approach, it requires small samples
to create larger details (Smith et al., 2009). The homogenous sample of four used are aged
between 18-24, as the latest and last group in the millennial generation and are therefore much
more focused on in the media (Baumeister et al., 2012).
Ethics
There are many ethical considerations to take into account when allowing participants to
explain their experiences of happiness. To make sure they were safe and comfortable with the
study participants were given an information sheet before the study began to inform them about
the aims of the study and what they would be asked to do. They were then given a consent form
that allowed them to show the researcher that they understood the study fully and were happy
to take part and that they understood that they could withdraw from the study at any time, these
forms were constructed under the guidelines of Smith et al. (2009). Before the interviews were
conducted the participants were allowed some time to ask the researcher any questions they
needed the researcher then explained that the interviews were semi structured. If they wished
to remove any photos from the study they could and they were then asked to number them in
whatever order they pleased. The researcher made sure that the participant was comfortable
and happy with the photos they had taken before beginning the interview process. They were
also told that they can stop the interview at any point be it that they get upset or tired. After the
interview participants were told that their names would be changed because of confidentiality.
Because the study used photo elicitation as its main data gathering technique, the participants
were briefed beforehand not to include photographs of nudity, drugs and violence such as
weapons and inappropriate material. Whilst the data collection took place, guidelines were
followed from a successful photo elicitation study in which participants were comfortable and
happy to take part at all times (Shell, 2015).
Procedure
After the photographs had been developed, participants were asked to attend an interview. The
interviews lasted from one hour to two and a half hours long with breaks in between. A set of
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fourteen semi structured questions were written before the interview began but unstructured
questions were added due to the conversation thread of the interview and when further
exploration of a statement was required. Participants took from eight to thirteen photos and
they were asked to analyse each for as long as they wanted to. The main interview questions
and style were constructed using the guidelines from Smith et al. (2009) giving example
questions such as ‘Would you say that you identify with a millennial generation?’ and ‘What
is your concept of happiness?’.
Reflexivity
Whilst creating this study I was very aware of my influence. With this in my mind I made
sure that parts of the study, especially the interview process were not marked by my own
experiences, but the participants at all times. When looking so deeply into such a complex
emotion you tend to find yourself questioning your choices a lot, not only during this study but
just in your life. My perspective of happiness was always very black and white before I started
this study and I think that influenced it a bit, thinking I would get equally black and white
results but I was pleasantly surprised by the deep and complex emotions I was faced with from
my participants. Although this study was a very prominent experience for me, I tried as much
as I could to step back and allow the results to explain my study without being biased by my
own views.

Analysis and Findings
Themes
During the transcription process many sub-ordinate themes were found, with most
participants having similar themes occurring. After the coding of the interviews was completed
four emergent themes were chosen from the premise that they are the themes that occur the
most in each interview. These were labelled as super-ordinate themes and were chosen to be
discussed at length using interpretative techniques along with the photos that accompany them.
The main themes were: accessibility, nostalgia, escapism and acceptance in negativity.
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Theme 1: Accessibility
All four participants spoke about how accessibility to other people and certain activities
is important towards their happiness.

Fig.1Accessibilty - Wireless Network Router
Participant one; Michael took a photograph of his wireless network router.
“I’m sure with most of the people in my generation revolves around internet and
being able to access whatever information you want at any point of any time no
matter where you are”
This quote suggests that the participant believes that Internet access is an important part of his
generation’s happiness. Also the ease of access to the internet in any location is another
important factor.
“I’m sure many other people’s lives now in the modern world it is a necessity to have
rather than a luxury almost I’d probably go as far to say it’s not a luxury it is a
necessity”
The participant continues to stress the importance of the Internet and for him personally, even
stating that he believes it is seen as a necessity for a millennial’s happiness rather than a
luxury. This suggests that the reason the Internet is so important to this particular generation
is first, the ease of access anywhere, anytime and secondly, the proficiency of the Internet and
the benefits that come with it.
“…if I didn’t have the internet would I be happy and no I wouldn’t”
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Here it is clear and suggests that this participant believes that if he did not have the Internet in
his life day to day, he would not be as happy as he is now. Meaning that in this particular case
the Internet is a fundamental part of one person’s happiness. It has such a huge influence on
somebody’s life that they feel they would be unhappy without it.

Fig. 2 Accessibility Phone
Participant two; James decided to take a picture of his phone.
“I think that’s the great thing about the phone is that it allows connection wherever you
are in the world”
This suggests that being socially connected makes James happy. Being able to contact people
regardless of his location is particularly important to his happiness. This could be for his state
of mind or it could be the need for him to stay connected and in-the-loop with his friends and
family. Suggesting that feeling involved is another aspect to accessibility. James feels happier
when he is able to be socially connected with others. This could come from the use of social
media in a millennial generation.
“I think that it’s just like it’s that instant gratification like you just need to respond very
very quickly”
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In this particular conversation, the participant was on the subject of social media and happiness.
He exclaimed that social media is fast and the concept of writing a status and getting noticed
for it gives you instant gratification which in short, makes him happy.
“I think they’re not real happiness to me because when you upload something I think
you almost have that fear you’re not gonna get any likes and it’s when you do get loads
of likes it’s kind of relief more than happiness”
This implies that it is difficult to establish what it is about social media that provides happiness
or whether it provides something else that is quicker to obtain but is completely ephemeral and
fleeting.
“I don’t think you can do anything without being judged”
Relating to social media again, the participant acknowledges that in today’s society is hard to
stay anonymous and not be judged for actions partaken on a daily basis.
“we compare ourselves against everyone else and it’s horrendous”
The participant acknowledges that in an age of social media it is hard not to compare each
other, suggesting that this could cause distress and a distraction from what it is to feel truly
happy.
These two photographs depicting a life revolving around the internet and social media
suggest that although accessibility and connectivity is important towards their happiness, the
aspect of social media and being judged by peers and strangers can become a hindrance. They
suggest that the Internet could cause insecurities to become more significant and fear of
judgement appears to be prevalent in a millennial generation due to social media. Although the
Internet and social media can cause a form of happiness, it is described as more of a form of
relief; it is fleeting, replacing the feeling of happiness with vulnerability and insecurity instead.
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Fig. 3 Accessibility - Car
Participant four; Catrin decided to take a picture of her car.
“if you see something that you think aw I’d really like to do that you can actually go and
do it”
This suggests that Catrin’s car is important to her because it allows her to be more spontaneous
and travel to places where she could not go without her car. This is another form of accessibility
that is important to her happiness, being able to go anywhere at any time creates a sense of
freedom and with freedom Catrin feels happier. Although this aspect of accessibility is different
from the Internet and social media aspect it still allows the participant to feel like they can stay
connected to things, be it socialisation or just the knowledge that they can travel at their own
will and in their own time. Being accessible and connected is an important part of millennial
happiness.
Theme 2: Nostalgia
All four participants spoke about nostalgia and how similar it is to happiness. Although
James’ phone brings about the theme of accessibility, there is a part to it that is nostalgic to
him.
“there is music on my phone now that I remember listening to as a kid which I really,
really like and actually to be fair when I hear them I do feel quite happy”
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This suggests that James likes to listen to the music he listened too whilst growing up because
of the nostalgic feelings it gives him. This also implies that James listens to this music and uses
his feelings of nostalgia as a form of comfort, making him happy and reminiscent.

Fig. 4 Nostalgia Games Console
Michael took a picture of his games console.
“it’s quite a like nostalgia thing as well with having the game cube cause that was quite
an old err console erm which I had like when I was younger”
This shows that Michael can recognise his feelings of nostalgia and knows the reasons why his
games console makes him happy.
“…showing how much I’ve grown up with like having these things around me there
was a point in my time where that was probably like my only interest”
Michael is reminiscing about the past and how gaming was one of the only hobbies that made
him happy. Suggesting that he kept the games console because it still gives him the same
feelings of happiness to this day.
“With the millennial generation that almost has again a nostalgic feeling about having
like these permanent solid objects of things and it’s coming back again”
Michael is referring to his generation, explaining that he believes there is a need for nostalgia
and having things that stay with them such as vinyl records and books. This suggests that
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although millennials are growing up in a technological society, they still have the need to obtain
solid objects that remind them of their past such as a DVD or CDs.
“…there’s a certain group within the millennial society which is like having this like
nostalgia from when it was, when we were younger”
“I think there’s a certain like rule within the millennial society which is bringing this
idea back of having erm proper objects and I definitely say that and within that group
as well”
Michael believes that there is a certain unwritten rule in his generation about keeping hold of
things that remind them of their past because they make them happy and bring about the
feelings of nostalgia. This need for nostalgia could be because it is close and very similar to
the feelings of happiness for some people. It could also suggest however; that this generation
may not be happy with the ongoing events and feel a need to resort back to the past where it
was much more of a simple time for them when they were children.

Fig. 6 Nostalgia Holiday
Catrin took a photograph of a group of photos from her last holiday.
“it just makes you remember all the memories that you had and things of a place that
you don’t get to see very often”
Catrin explains that these photographs are important to her happiness because they remind her
of a location that makes her happy and when she’s not there she can look at these photographs
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and feel a huge sense of nostalgia that takes her back to that time she was happy and carefree.
This photograph reflects to this particular study because it shows how powerful of a feeling
some photographs can bring one particular person.

Fig. 7 Nostalgia Country Walks
Michael decided to include a photograph symbolising the country walks he used to go on as a
child with his family.
“I think yeah I think looking back on it is what really makes it happy”
Michael explains the country walks as being tedious at the time, but now looking back on them
he feels nostalgic and happy that he had the opportunity to join his family on these walks. He
describes that the act of reminiscing actually makes the memory happy, suggesting that
nostalgia is possibly more powerful than the act or memory itself.
“it is definitely more the nostalgia and looking back and it”
This super-ordinate theme around nostalgia suggests that it is a powerful emotion that creates
happiness in reminiscing about a memory. These findings also show how powerful photographs
are at bringing around nostalgia. It also shows that although millennials are growing up in a
technological society, they still have the need to look back and hold on to memories that make
them happy. This could explain why some millennials are interested in vintage style and retro
technology such as games consoles and vinyl records.
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Theme 3: Escapism
All four participants spoke about the need for escape to feel happiness.

Fig. 9 Escapism Books
Michael took a photograph of his collection of fiction books.
“…to be able to like keep a healthy mind you need to have some like hobbies and
aspects of your life where you can get away from all the stressful things of the real
world and be able to escape into a fictional world”
Michael refers to the real world being stressful and feeling the need to escape with; in this case,
fiction and stories. He exclaims that everyone should have that one hobby or aspect in their
lives to be able to do this and he thinks it is important for mental health.
“I feel like at times the world just gets a bit too much”
This suggests that as a millennial Michael struggles with the society he is living in. It could be
due to the overwhelming stimulus of social media discussed earlier, or it could be due to
something subjective that Michael personally feels he needs escape from. It also shows that
escaping from something can sometimes create happiness and give a sense of relief also.
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Fig. 10 Escapism Bed
Catrin and two other participants took pictures of their bed.
“I think it’s just a place associated with relaxing and going to sleep so when you decide
to go to bed, you don’t really think about all that stuff that you’re supposed to be doing”
Catrin is explaining that she uses her bed as a form of procrastination to forget about the things
she is supposed to be doing. This suggests that Catrin sees relaxing as something that makes
her happy and partaking in an activity that requires little to no energy is a way of her escaping
her responsibilities that possibly make her un-happy.
“…whenever you went to bed as a kid you always felt safe like even the monsters under
the bed stories and they couldn’t get you if you were in bed, I feel like it all links back
to that”
This again is a nostalgic sentence but implies that Catrin’s worries do not come into bed with
her, she leaves them outside of the bed where; like the monsters in her explanation, they cannot
get to her. This suggests that millennials feel an awful lot of pressure and feel the need to escape
from their responsibilities multiple times, this could be due to the society they live in and the
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overwhelming stimulus of social media. Or again, it could be because of a subjective negativity
that Catrin feels she need to escape personally, implying a form of avoidance coping.
Michael also described his bedroom environment as a way of escaping.
“my room is just literally for me and it’s the place where I can like escape to when I
don’t want to have to deal with other things and people”
This suggests that Michael feels that his bedroom and his bed is a way of escaping not just his
problems but other people as well, suggesting that Michael is quite introverted and is happier
when he is on his own. These findings show that escapism is a large part of a millennial’s
happiness; the need to escape from problems and responsibilities is a very prominent part.
This could suggest that again the overwhelming stimulus of social media could be the main
factor of the need to escape; another reason could be the pressure that millennials feel from
the society that they live in and possibly the presence of the mainstream media. It could
however instead be because of a subjective reason that the participants personally feel the
need to escape from.
Theme 4: Acceptance in Negativity
All four participants spoke about the presence of negativity and needing that negativity in order
to feel happiness.

Fig. 12 Acceptance in negativity Flowers
Fiona took a picture of some dying flowers in her room.
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“you can’t always be happy to be happy you have to be able to you know tap into that
deep and dark feeling and that emotion so then you can appreciate that happiness
more”
This suggests that Fiona believes a person needs to be able to feel the negative emotions like
sadness in order to feel happiness. She also exclaims that these negative emotions allow a
person to appreciate happiness when it returns and feel it much more earnestly.
“even though I don’t like being sad I’m happy after I’ve shed a tear, after I’ve cried
like it makes me happy knowing that I’ve let out”
This suggests that Fiona feels happiness in the relief that she feels after she has cried.
“I appreciate the dark, sad times in life but I don’t let it define me because I am I fill
myself with so much happiness that I’m able to you know come back from it and
reflect you know bounce back off it like you know I don’t hold it back but I let it free”
This implies that Fiona does not ignore her negative emotions and feels happier for it and she
appreciates the happiness when it returns to her more. This suggests that in order to feel such
a positive emotion like happiness, a person must be able to recognise and feel the negative
emotions like sadness when they need to.
“…you have to have the sad and the dark days and not be happy erm all the time so you
can be your best person your best potential”
Fiona believes that in order to be her best self, she must be able to feel down and negative at
times to recognise what other people feel like. This shows that Fiona may have a high form of
empathy for others because of her experiences with negative emotions. She knows how they
are feeling because of her experiences and then she is able to find out what makes her and
others happy.
“I guess death can be a symbol of happiness”
Referring back to her photo, Fiona explains that keeping dead flowers in her room makes her
happy because it allows her to recognise the negativity and then make it positive and beautiful.
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Fig. 13 Acceptance in negativity - food
Catrin and two other participants took a photo of food, specifically junk food.
“…it tastes good like I know it’s bad for me but I’ll just still eat cause I know it’s there,
if it’s there I’ll eat it”
This suggests that Catrin knows the food is bad for her and this should be a sign of negativity
but instead she still eats it because of the flavour and the ease of eating it. Even though she
knows it is bad for her, she will still eat it because it gives her happiness, accepting the
negativity that comes with un-healthy food.
“I like to eat and eating makes me happy”
“I’ll feel very guilty and very bad and I’ll keep telling myself to stop but I don’t”
Michael also recognises the negativity that junk food gives him but he still eats it because it
makes him happy. In this case for Michael the positives outweigh the negatives and therefore
he accepts that the food is bad for him but the happiness it gives him is more important. This
could also bring up the question of whether Michael’s happiness is authentic. His use of
language here suggests that possibly his behaviours are more self-sabotaging than giving him
happiness.
“…it runs very deep in the back of your head that you have to eat because there are
so many supermarkets”
James implies that supermarkets advertise this junk food because they know it will make people
happy, but will inevitably cause them problems in the future. He explains that society wants us
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to find happiness in food so people buy it more and more, even though they know it is bad for
them.
“…they attack your emotions to, to sell you food”
This suggests that James thinks that supermarkets and advertising companies use happiness to
sell people food, telling them that they will feel a certain way once they eat this certain piece
of food and when they do not they accept the fact that it did not make them truly happy.

Fig. 14 Acceptance in negativity Football
Catrin took a picture of the football team she support’s logo.
“…in football if you’re losing or if something happens at the game or whatever then
you’re not guaranteed happiness”
This suggests that Catrin’s passion for football is not just based around the premise that it
makes her happy. She accepts the fact that there can be negativity in football games but the
supporters still carry on cheering.
“…losing’s just part of the game”
“…the bad things make the better things better”
This shows that when Catrin goes to a game, she is not guaranteed happiness and accepts
that. But when her team does win, the negativity that was once there becomes so much more
positive than last time. Meaning that in order to feel positive emotions, a football fan must
accept the negative ones first. This super-ordinate theme shows that in order to feel and
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understand happiness a person must allow the negative emotions to be felt and recognised.
Only then the happiness will feel much more worthy and thorough. This could be due to the
society that millennials are growing up in or a subjective difference in each participant. It
could also just be a form of human nature and a cultural aspect to happiness as a whole.
What can be clarified by these findings; is that the participants felt a huge sense of
nostalgia from the photographs they had taken even if it was in a short space of time. They also
disclosed the need to escape, for some on a daily basis from worries and responsibilities. They
also appear to have a clear perspective on negativity and how it can, in turn affect a person
positively. Although being accessible and feeling connected to peers and friends makes them
happy, social media can get overwhelming, suggesting that this stimulus may be causing the
need for them to escape in order to be happier.
Discussion
The aim of this study was to interpret an individual millennial’s experiences of happiness
through the use of photo elicitation. With regards to the study as a whole it was clear from that
this method of data collection had not been conducted in this format before, a method was
utilised that is not often used in psychology (Harper, 2010). Although Shell’s (2015) study was
found to reflect the methodology and analysis, a study concerning happiness in this format was
non-existent. This format however, was useful to the current study because it allowed a more
individual perspective of the participant’s experiences of happiness. To summarise the findings
it was gathered that the participants felt a strong sense of nostalgia during the interview process
along with a positive and negative affirmation of social media and accessibility.
The millennials interviewed spoke about how they do not identify with the assumptions
of a millennial generation and state that their generation should not be generalised. These
quotes contradict the work of scholars such as Geraci and Nagy (2004) and Park et al. (2014)
who, in their literature stated that millennials are self-entitled and have a much higher marker
for materialism. However, the results support work such as Monacho and Martin (2007) and
Smith and Aaker (2013), who suggested millennials feel more empathy and are much more
optimistic (Smith & Aaker, 2013). This is an interesting finding because it rivals with the
mainstream media and many other theoretical assumptions of millennials being self-entitled
and narcissistic (Geraci & Nagy, 2004). Another finding was that the millennials in this study
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are not as focused on social media as past literature found. Although one participant did
acknowledge that their generation is “glued to social media” they are aware of this assumption
and some other participants would not describe themselves as being that way. This shows that
it is possible that some assumptions about the millennial generation could be incorrect and
therefore damaging towards a whole generation of people (Fox et al., 2014). It also shows that
the scientific findings that millennials are self-entitled and materialistic may not reflect the
whole generation because, as this study shows, a millennial is an individual with differences in
happiness tendencies.
During the interviews, it was apparent that the participants were keen to talk about
Western culture, more specifically advertising and the media. Participants spoke about feeling
forced to buy things because advertising campaigns attack certain emotions to sell. This relates
to the cultural interpretation of happiness and how Western culture asks us to aim for happiness
where as other cultures see it much more of a passive emotion that intersperses (HH Dalai
Lama et al., 1998). These findings could explain why Western culture uses advertising to sell
happiness and why there is more of a need for materialism in this generation (Park et al., 2014).
Another prominent theme that links with the literature is nostalgia and the powerfulness
of the emotion. All four participants described feelings of nostalgia and they all described it
very similarly, explaining that they feel it when they listen to certain types of music or do other
sensory activities like, for example in this study, playing a games console. The findings clearly
link to Barret et al. (2010) study of the links between music and nostalgia and the results were
very similar to the reactions described by the participants. This once again establishes the
possibility that nostalgia should be taken into account when researching happiness because,
from these findings it appears to be a large part of the emotional connection between happiness
and the past (Barret et al., 2010). Another part of happiness that was found to be a huge aspect
was escapism. Participants described the need to escape on sometimes a daily basis, the
literature for this aspect of happiness describes escapism to be a product of the feelings of
pressure and negativity (Hirschman, 2010), suggesting that the participants, being from a
millennial generation feel much more pressure than past generations because of the society
they are living in and the overwhelming stimulus of social media (Park et al., 2014). With this
in mind it explains why millennials feel the need for escapism as part of their fundamental
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happiness and suggests why this could be seen as a poignant and alarming finding (Monacho
& Martin, 2007).
One of the main and most prominent themes found during the interview process was the
participant’s acceptance of their negative life experiences. In order to be happy, the participants
strongly believed that they must feel sad first, to make the feeling of happiness more intrinsic,
and in order for them to not take their feelings for granted. This links closely to Nettle’s (2005)
theory of happiness not being the only and ultimate good, in order to feel happiness, one must
allow it to be fleeting and deeply feel the negative emotions first before feeling the positive
ones (Nettle, 2005). The participants spoke about this at length suggesting that it is an important
aspect to consider when concerning happiness and its relationship with sadness and other
negative emotions.
Limitations
During the study, the researcher was aware that there are many limitations to consider
throughout. The first set of limitations came with the form of data collection and location
setting, participants were given disposable cameras and were given a week to take the
photographs, this meant that they only had the time to take photos in their current location
meaning that some of the participants had to take photos to symbolise something else for
example; a country walk being symbolised by a city park walk instead. Some participants did
voice that it was problematic and the researcher is aware of this, if the study was to be carried
out again the participants would have more time to collect the data and therefore venture further
into different locations, meaning they would not have to use symbolism and could photograph
more concrete examples. Also, the use of disposable cameras was seen to be problematic in the
fact that some of the photos the participants had taken were not developed properly or were
lost in the developing process. This means that some of the data that the participants intended
to include was lost and therefore this could have impacted any findings or themes. Some of the
images were blurry and required flash, however they were still useable and were still a huge
part of the data collection.
Conclusion
The purpose of this study was to explore the concept of happiness as an emotion in a millennial
generation, using photo elicitation as the main data collection. The researcher wanted to take
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the time to interview these individuals who have felt personally victimised by the media and
press recently concerning their generation and the sweeping statements that claim they are
narcissistic and un-happy. The analysis found many themes that have a connection to the
already existing research but some themes were unique and surprising. These surprising themes
were somewhat hidden until the use of photo elicitation found there to be a deeper meaning in
the pictures that the participants had taken.
The participants spoke about social media and the aspect of always being in-the-loop and
how this both makes them happy and sad. One of the most prominent themes found during
analysis was nostalgia and how the emotion affected the participants mostly through music.
They reminisced and reflected and that in turn made them happy, showing that nostalgia comes
with a much more positive affect than a negative one (Constantine et al., 2008). Another key
theme to be seen in the data was around the concept of escapism. The participants explained
that they feel a need on a daily basis to escape from something, be it other people or the work
they are set to do or something else entirely. They feel a need to escape to a safe place, usually
their bedroom and forget about the day’s events. It seems that some feel at their most happy
when escaping because they do not have to worry anymore, this suggests that the participants
feel a lot of pressure in their day to day lives and feel the need to escape it at any given cost. It
would be useful to explore coping strategies in this generation group in the future to ensure that
younger people are encouraged to utilise healthier options rather than negative and harmful
coping strategies.
To conclude, the findings of this study show another side to a millennial, a more complex
and emotional side in which being connected to friends and family, buying objects; not for
materialistic value, but for memories and accepting the negativity in order for the positive to
reach full optimization. This millennial envisioned in this study is not narcissistic and
materialistic but realistic and hedonistic. A complex human being that is aware of the negative
but tries their best to remain positive, a person that has to live alongside social media if they
like it or not, a person with the potential to change the world, the reminiscent happiness seeker,
the experienced escapologist, the person that is so much more than just their generation.
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